“Each member recognizes
their potential to be a changeagent in Belize.”

Civic responsibility as business DNA
A leadership program for emerging business leaders in Belize passed
on the legacy of civic-minded business leaders who came before them.
Could this be a model?
Here’s why it mattered, what we learned and how it can be duplicated.

Mark R. Mills

W

hen we arrived at the gate of Belize’s only prison in a rural area about 17
miles outside Belize City, my mind jumped to the expectations of what we
might encounter. Overcrowded and inhumane conditions? Gang wars?
Rampant drug abuse?

I have visited prisons in the United States, but none outside the country and certainly
none in a developing nation that is financially strapped.
Belize, nestled between Guatemala to the west and the Caribbean Sea to the east, has a
population of just over 366,000, covering 8,867 square miles.
Formerly a British colony known as British Honduras, Belize received its independence
in 1981 and struggles to remain economically viable while confronting a social fabric
that is tearing with the challenges of AIDS, poverty, high unemployment and a
deteriorating educational system.

This context clouded my expectations of the prison. I was wrong.
reached well beyond the prison gates.

And that lesson

Since 2002, the prison has been run - with the government’s approval and support - by a
unique nonprofit, nongovernmental organization named the Kolbe Foundation.
In 2000, the Belize government approached John Woods, a business leader whose road
construction company was working on the highway in front of the prison at the time, to
convene a group of business leaders to study the prison’s management. What they
discovered horrified them, Woods recalled in a media interview.
The Prime Minister of Belize soon asked Woods and business leaders to assume
management of the prison. With the support of Rotary Club members, a foundation
was established and named after the Catholic patron saint of prisoners, Maximilian
Kolbe, a Polish Franciscan friar who volunteered to die for a stranger in the World War
II Nazi death camp at Auschwitz.
On this August day in 2014, Woods, the CEO emeritus of the Foundation, led me and
two others on a tour through Kolbe Prison. Instead of a pervasive drug culture, we
discovered a vibrant drug and alcohol recovery program. Instead of prisoners wasting
away, we discovered work programs, including a woodworking shop where caskets and
furniture were made and sold, a small farm operation and a radio station for the prison
that beamed inspirational music, uplifting messages by and for inmates, news and
announcements on prison activities.
“At the heart of this group is a vision to provide a secure, humane facility that is geared
towards meaningful rehabilitation and successful reintegration,” says the prison’s
website. “Inmates have the opportunity to participate in programs that can genuinely
change their lives.
“Success has been achieved largely because of God’s presence, and because of
collaboration and cooperation from various organizations, government and most
importantly, its staff.”
Kolbe still faces its problems with overcrowding caused by a backlogged judicial system
but the civic-minded attitude of Belize business leaders that has made Kolbe a prison
model stretches far beyond the prison walls into other areas of need in society, including
a trauma and ambulance service, gang remediation and jobs program, health care and
educational opportunities.
“Being civic-minded is in our DNA,” one business leader told me.
Now, these business leaders, some of whom were entering the twilight of their careers,
wanted to ensure that the next generation understood the lessons and benefits of civic
responsibility.

Belize business leader Lynn Young, who chaired the advisory group that oversaw the newly-created
Business Leadership Institute, shares his lessons with the inaugural class.

Belize Business Leadership Institute
“Belize has a legacy of outstanding business leadership that has had a great impact on
advancing the civic and social good of the nation,” said Lynn Young, President of
BECOL, an energy company, and Chair of the Kolbe Foundation.
“As business leaders, we have a responsibility to ensure that the next generation of
business leaders carries with them that civic-minded and pro-business understanding as
they move into positions of prominence.”
With experience developing leadership programs, primarily in the field of public affairs,
I was tasked by a non-governmental organization that promoted foreign direct investment in Belize known as Friends of Belize to work with the country’s business leaders to
develop and administer a leadership program that would cultivate emerging civic-minded business leaders who had a stake in the nation’s future business and social prosperity.
With the invaluable support and cooperation of the NGO’s dedicated staff and after conducting numerous interviews with Belize business leaders, an advisory council of Belize
City business leaders was formed to provide oversight and direction in the areas of applicant outreach and selection, curriculum, faculty and goals. The program was the first
of its kind in Belize and named the Belize Business Leadership Institute.
The program would focus on business growth, leadership strategies and examples of
business-driven civic responsibility. While the program explored public policy, it was
nonpolitical.

BLI had a goal of limiting participants to 12 outstanding business leaders in the Belize
City area but the strength of applicants warranted the selection of 16 emerging business
leaders - 11 women and five men - all of whom received a full scholarship. Class members had between 10 - 20 years of business and professional experience and were a mix
of entrepreneurs, managers/directors and executives who could become future company
presidents and CEOs. One participant traveled nearly two hours one-way.
Through eight half-day gatherings on Saturdays from November 2014 through February
2015, participants learned from 1) in-country business leaders who shared their lessons
of best business practices, business involvement in social issues and the impact of public
policy on their businesses (including a tour of Kolbe prison); 2) the current and former
U.S. Ambassadors to Belize, who discussed governance, U.S. - Belize cooperation and
the importance of rule of law in Belize; and 3) experts on access to capital markets, leadership strategies, energy policy, health care and foreign direct investment.
The classes mixed presentations with discussion sessions and each participant was
tasked with developing a strategy for civic engagement.
“The sessions allowed us to think big but at the same time get a real-time picture of
some pressing challenges we are facing as a country,” said one participant. “We are 16
people stronger in understanding our leadership roles because of the opportunity
afforded to us!”
In a report to stakeholders, the organizers wrote that:
there is a hunger for relevant and relational leadership preparation among
emerging business leaders. Undoubtedly, this will benefit Belize for years ... The
enthusiasm of these emerging business leaders has been encouraging as they
show their dedication and eagerness to connect business and leadership lessons
with opportunities for business growth and civic involvement.
Why did the program work and can its success be duplicated in other countries and
communities?

Keys to a successful launch
There were a number of important lessons learned about developing a new
leadership program with a unique objective of training emerging business leaders
on civic responsibility and best business practices:

1. Success was defined before the program was developed. Before there was
any conversation about curriculum, there first had to be a clear definition of what
success would look like. What did the organizers want the participants to do with
what they learned? It was determined that the purpose of education would be

engagement and this decision drove the curriculum and program details. Each
participant was encouraged to consider how lessons from the speakers would be
used in their context of leadership. Small group discussions were an important
element in each session. During the program, participants were tasked with
developing and reporting on their specific avenues for civic engagement.

Before the curriculum was tailored and the agenda set,
Belize business leaders were asked:
What would success look like to you?
What should these emerging leaders do with what they learn?

2. While the program was new, the message was not. We did not have to teach

why civic responsibility made good business sense. Rather, how these emerging
leaders should engage while still focusing on and building the bottom line of their
businesses. Our task was to pass along real-world lessons to tomorrow’s CEOs,
presidents and entrepreneurs and direct them to find their own avenues of
involvement, while promoting business expansion and capital formation;

3. The Belize business community took ownership. Initially, for some business

leaders in Belize, the involvement of an American was greeted with skepticism,
which I understood. “What do you, an American, know about business in Belize?”
The question was not asked out of intellectual curiosity. In working with staff of the
sponsoring NGO, my role was one of collaborator and facilitator, interacting with
business leaders and class members. After several meetings in-country with business
leaders asking for their input and
advice on a business leadership
program, we compiled what we
learned and convened an
advisory committee of business
leaders who took ownership of
the program. A working
document was provided to the
group, but the committee made
the final decisions on program
objective, class promotion and
selection, curriculum, “faculty”
speakers and meeting schedule.
The final product was organic,
unique to Belize, and the result
of decisions by local business Small-group discussions allowed class members to exchange
ideas on how to integrate lessons as leaders.
leaders.

Was the program successful?
Expectations were exceeded, especially for a first-time program, for the number and
quality of applicants, selected members (who received a 100% scholarship to attend)
and participation attendance. As the program moved forward, skepticism from some
business leaders turned into advocacy as they witnessed the quality of participants and
“faculty.”
Ultimately, though, success will be judged by the impact these leaders make on their
communities and nation. The feedback from class members, though, was extremely
positive.

What BLI members said
“Thank you for the meaningful sessions as these will help get us focused on a vision
for a developed Belize. We all have a role to play.”
“The modes of learning and the presenters (provided) an educational and interactive
environment. Each member of the group recognizes their potential and capacity to
be a change agent in developing Belize.”
“The course has (allowed me to focus) on how I can be a more effective leader which is
being translated into my daily program of inspiration, motivation and empowerment. For
my future, I hope to one day fulfill my dream of opening an employment center
where young people can get an opportunity to get a job and better their economic
status.”
“The wisdom and knowledge that experienced leaders bring to the table is indeed
invaluable for us as we continue to navigate the business world and forge new
horizons.”
“The program prepared me to anticipate what’s coming next in the changing
business environment, being in tune with customers, competitors and markets, and
(being) comfortable making decisions.
We’ve learned that there are several key
dimensions of leadership that must be present if we are to help organizations thrive and
succeed in today’s environment.”
“While I have enjoyed other leadership programs in the past, this program has inspired
me and is the best course I have attended throughout my career.”
“The level of professionalism that was placed in this program and the selection of the
experts and business leaders was excellent. I strongly recommend that the program
continue so that others can receive the experience our class received.”
“I am very much indebted to the pioneers, supporters and staff of the Belize Business
Leadership Institute. This has been an incredible learning experience and journey that is
a definite milestone for my personal development.”
“I applied some of the best practices that were shared with us within my workplace and
in my life and I must say that I can see the difference that I can make as a strong
leader for my coworkers, my family and myself.”

For more information, please contact Mark R. Mills at mark@markrmills.com or call
888-371-9181.
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